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GRAVIMETRIC MEASUREMENTS OF MATERIALS OUTGASSING APPLIED TO

GRAPHITE-EPOXY LAMINATES

John J. Scialdone

Goddard Space Flight Center

Greenbelt, MD

PREFACE

The outgassing rates of two Graphite-Epoxy Laminates, American Cyanamide 985B-626 and HST-7B-

112, were obtained using a gravimetric method. The rates as a function of time and temperature

were derived from the measurements of their mass losses at temperatures varying from 25°C to

150°C and for a time span of up to 400 hours in a vacuum. The data from those measurements

were reduced to obtain the outgassing activation energies, the mass losses per unit mass or area, and

the corresponding outgassing rates. The rates are expressed in closed form equations and are direct-

ly usable for modeling computations. The procedures to obtain these parameters are shown and

may be used for the evaluation of other materials. The analysis can be carried out quite rapidly

using a computer's algorithm.

The results of the tests and analyses show the following. The activation energies of the two mate-

rials are: 4630 cal/mole for the 985B-626 material and 4791 cal/mole for the HST-7B-112 sample

#10 Grzlphite Epoxy.

Tile outgassing rates of these materials are in the 10E-5 g/cm2hr range and they decay according to

a power of time of 0.60 at 25°C, indicating that the outgassing process is mainly a diffusion at

thz_t temperature. At higher temperatures, these materials show a time decay approaching a power

of one, which may bc the result of several outgassing processes occurring simultaneously, and/or the

rcsult of the change in heat of dcsorption as a function of the amount of material on the surface.

A large amount, (30 to 40 percent of those rates) consists of water as shown by the mass spectro-

meter data and by the measured water regained by the material after outgassing at 125°C for 24

hours. Tests also showed that I month after that test, a repeated 125°C, 24-hour test produced



a total masslosscomparableto the water regainedafter the first test. The condensablematerial

accumulatedon the 25°C collector disk after the first ASTM-E595test was0.01 percentof the

total massand wasnot measurableafter the secondtest, which occurreda month later.

The normalizedmasslossesversustime obtainedfrom thesetestshavebeencomparedto the discrete

resultsobtainedfrom the ASTM-E595tests. The comparisonprovidesgeneralindicationson the ef-

fects of temperatureand time in relation to the ASTM test valuesobtainedat 125°Cfor a 24-hour

test duration.
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INTRODUCTION

Contaminationfrom materialsoutgassing,and from other molecularor particulatesources,can de-

gradethe performanceof an instrumentor spacecraft. An understandingof the contaminantsource,

its transport,deposition,and effectson a surfaceand on the environmentis of importancefor the

prediction,the mitigation of the contamination,and the expecteddegradationof the spacecraft'sor-

bital environment. The degradationof an onboardsystemand of the surroundingenvironmentdue

to molecularsourcescan be avoidedor reducedby knowingthe outgassingpropertiesof the materi-

als in the system. The effectsof temperatureand time on outgassingrates as well as the chemical

natureof the outgassingmust be known. A knowledgeof theseparameters,togetherwith a proper

shieldingof the critical surfaces,the properventingand directionaldissipationof the outgassinginto

the environment,and the delayedexposureof outgassingmaterialsto high temperaturecan all con-

tribute to the avoidanceand reductionof contaminantdepositson surfaces-andof the degradation

of the surroundingenvironment.

In this paper,the outgassingof Graphite-Epoxylaminatebarsused extensivelyin structuresfor space

applicationsis measuredusinga gravimetricmethod. The materialoutgassingactivationenergy,and

the outgassingratesas a function of time, surfacearea,and temperatureare obtainedby measuring

the weight lossof the material in vacuumat variousconstanttemperaturesand as a function of

time. Thesedataprovidea descriptionof the outgassingratesversustime of the materialat those

temperaturesas well as the energyof activationneededfor its removal from a surface on which it

may have deposited (if the deposited material was not affected by external sources of radiation.)

The time dependence of the outgassing also provides indications of the mechanism of tile outgassing,

be it surface desorption, diffusion, permeation or a combination of those effects. These indications

on the outgassing processes are helpful in finding ways to limit their gaseous releases. The lest data

obtained in these measurements have been reduced, assuming that the outgassing is produced by a

generalized first-order reaction kinetics modified to account for the several products comprising the

outgassing. The outgassing results and the present approach are to he compared _ll a hirer d:,le Io

the results obtained from other methods. A comparison with the results oblaincd from Ihc ASTM-



E595 outgassingmethodprovidesadditionalunderstandingof thosesingle,discreteresults. The ASTM

method(Ref. 1) indicatesthe percentageof weight lossand the percentagedepositedon a collector

at 25°C when the materialunder test has beenexposedto 125°Cin vacuumfor 24 hours. The

data from that test are easily obtained and extensively used. The screening of materials for space

applications is based on those tests. The criteria for acceptance of a material are that it should

lose less than 1 percent of its weight and produce less than 0.1 percent volatile condensable mate-

rial when tested according to the ASTM test. The results using the present methods are expected

to be compared at a later time to those obtained from a thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) which

utilizes the temperature scanning of the material and the relative weight loss to derive the kinetic

properties; i.e., activation energy, pre-exponent for activation, and order of the outgassing reaction

process. The TGA method is quite simple and rapid, offering significant saving of time and effort

if it can be reliably used and interpreted.

It is also intended at a later date to perform a comparison using simultaneously tile present weigl_t

loss method and the method employing a Quartz Crystal Microbalance (QCM). Tile QCM method

measures the accretion of outgassing products on a vibrating cr3'stal held at chosen temperatures.

That method has the advantage of providing indications for tile identification of the accreted pro-

ducts. The temperature of tile Quartz Crystal is varied to release or accrete the deposited material

_md infer from those temperatures tile nature of the condensate.

I'XPERIMENTAL PROCL'.' DURE

Two types of graphite-epoxy laminates were tested, at 1015-6 torr pressure, and temperatures of 25, 50,

100, 125 and 150°C to mc,lsure their weight losses versus tithe. Tile measurements were carried out

using ,m Aitlsworth Recording Vacuum Balance. Tile balance, which has a capacity of 100 g, has a

sensitivity of 0.1 rag, atld the re:ldability on the Bristol strip chart is also 0.1 nag. The specimen

weight loss is ,u_lom,dically recorded on the strip charts which also record tile temperature. Tile tem-

perafure of the specimen can be varied in itwt'emcnts of 5°( '. The vacuum chamber in which the sam-

pie i.,. insclled aml healed is 3 ilwhes in diameter and is 20 inches long. The initial operation consists

of weighing lilt" sample before being inserted in the balance and atl.itlsling tile balance accordingly.



The graphite-epoxysamples,providedby the AmericanCyanamideCo. were: CYCOM HST,7, Batch

ll2, which will be referred to here as sample #10; and CYCOM 985, Batch 26, referred to as

sample #4.

The HST-7 sample #10 is an epoxy-laminated material for use as a structural composite where high

toughness and impact properties are required. It is a combination of two layers. A high-modulus

resin is used on the graphite fiber. A separate high--strain resin layer is applied to one side of the

graphite prepreg to provide a stiffness to the system. Optimum properties are achieved by curing

under a pressure of 100 psi at 177°C for 2 hours. The resin content is given as 45.9%: the aereal

weight as 146.1 g/m 2 and is specified to have 1% maximum volatile components. The sample used

for this test was 1.9985" wide, 0.1230" thick and had an initial mass of 2.888 grams.

The CYCOM-985 sample #4 is a graphite-epoxy composite for applications where a good balance

between performance and processing is required. It has a resin content of 33.9%, an aereal graphite

weight of 144 g/m 2, and a volatile component of 0.22%. The weave is specified as a 12-1/2 X

12-1/2 plain which will consist of 14 plies. The dimensions of the test sample were 1.9915" long,

0.5000" wide, 0.0920" thick and the initial mass was 2.0631 grams.

The mass loss of the sample was recorded continuotmsly and typed in a Lotus 1-2-3 file. The losses

during the initial 2.5 hours of each test run were sampled every 15 minutes. After the initial 2.5

hours of rapid nlass changing, thc sampling was done every 30 minutes.

Thc data obtaincd from the tcsls arc shown in Figures I and 2 for the samples #10 and #4, re-

spectively. 'Fhe mass losses have bccn normalized to the mass loss of the sample taken after 24

hours at 125°( '. This was tlolic l() correlate with the mass losses measured using the ASTM-E595

lcsl lu¢lhotl alltl to generalize thc tests. The total mass losses alld other pertinent data on the sam-

pie have Iwcll shown iN the figures. I:igures 3 al_d 4 show the log to base 10 of the initial mass

loss ralcs, al l :-- 0 versus I/T where "I'(K) represent thc isothermal oulgassing temperatures of the

samples. These arc Alrhcnit_s plols of Ihc outgassing reaction rates shown in terms of log to base

10 r_lhcr thzm log 1o b_lsc c, which are retluircd for lhe analysis of the data and the derivation of



the activationenergyand of the pre-exponentterm of the Arrheniusequation. The slopesof the

curves indicate the activation energies required for the outgassing. The intersections of the curves

with the Y axis showing the outgassing rates represent the pre-exponential term in the Arrhenius

expression for the reaction rates. Additional characterizations of the graphite-epoxy material have

been provided. The mass spectrum of sample #4, laminate 985B-626, and the results of the ASTM-

E595 for both samples are enclosed in the appendix.

Theory

Rate of Mass Loss and Activation Energy

Assuming that the outgassing may be represented by a first-order reaction kinetics within the range

of temperatures under consideration (refs. 2 and 3), the rate of mass loss is dm/dt = -km, where

re(g) is the mass and k = A exp -E/RT is the Arrhenius expression relating the reaction constant k

to the activation energy E, (cal/mole) required for outgassing, the temperature T(K); the frequency

factor A(I/s), and R(cal/mole/K) the gas constant. The constant k can also be written for conven-

ience as k = 1/r, where r = r o exp E/RT and the mass loss rate is then

dm/dt - m/r (11

The integration of this for m = mo, when t = o, indicates that the mass remaining as a function

of time is given by

m = m,, exp - t/r (2)

and the mass loss comparable to the data reported in Figures ! and 2 is

m. - m = m,, (l - exp - t/r) (3)

In Figures ] and 2, the value of (m o - m), as in this last expression, has bccn normalized by fhc
7

loss (m r) produced by the material after 24 hours at 125"('. This normalized loss (m - mI/n b is

shown on the plot, and the units along the Y axis are ('g/gl. The loss can also hc expressed in

terms of the area in the sample tg/cm 2) when the loss results are exprcsscd in tcrlns of the s_,mplc

surface areas.



The rate of mass change from the above is representable in any of the following forms:

dm/dt = -km = -m/r = mo/r exp - t/r = -mA exp-E]RT (4)

Taking the natural log of both sides of the above expression after dividing by m, one gets

In (1/m dm/dt) = -lnA - E/R(1/T) (5)

The plot of In l/mdm/dt versus 1/T indicates the slope of !/T which is E/R and the value of the

frequency factor A which is given by the intersection of the curve with the Y axis.

Figures 3 and 4 show the plot of the log (l/mr(m o - m/t - to ) versus I/T taken from the data in

Figures 1 and 2. The appropriate change from log to base 10 to In provides the value of E/R.

The equivalent activation energy can also be estimated by comparing the outgassing rates at the same

time for two outgassing temperatures, T! and T 2, assuming the difference in temperature is small.

In fact, from Eq. 4, the rates are related by the Arrhenius relation:

/dm/dt/T1/ I ut,din I"ST-, , = exp E/R (1/T 2 - 1/T I) (6)
T 2

This assumes that E remains constant within the range of temperatures being considered and does

not change as a function of the mass loss.

The plots in Figures 1 and 2 do not show the exponential time dependence indicated by Eq. 3,

nor do they show the time dependence for the rate of outgassing indicated by Eq. 4. This timc

dependence is, in general, verified in many cases of material outgassing, because tile outgassing con-

sists of the release of different concentrations of materials following various processes and the first-

order reaction kinetics is not applicable (Rel\s. 4 and 5). The actual outgassing rates as obtained

from Figures 1 and 2 are shown in Figures 5 and 6. These were dctcrmincd hy plotting on log-

log coordinates, the rate of change of masses,

(ran_ I - my_J/(tn+ I - 111) 1/A



versustime. The slope of the plotted curveand the intersectionwith the Y axis show that the out-

gassingratesare expressibleby the function

dm/dt (I/A) = B/t n (7)

The constant B is given by the intersection with the Y axis and it includes the effect of the tem-

perature on the outgassing, the activation energy, and the units used for mass and time. Its value

includes the Arrhenius factor A exp - E/RT which can be obtained in a process of comparison as

shown by Eq. 5. The exponent n indicates how the rate changes with time. By a process of as-

sociation with the rate change with time for loaown physical processes, one can obtain an indication

of the prevailing process involved in that particular outgassing: i.e., diffusion, surface physical or

chemical desorption, permeation, sublimation or a combination of those processes (Ref. 5). In gen-

eral, the experimental data on outgassing indicates that for fixed-material temperatures and for a

considerable length of time, the outgassing rates are expressible by

dm/dt = B/t n -_- (A exp - E/RT)t -n (8)

where A, T, and E are parameters included in tile value of B.

Data Reduction

The normalized mass losses shown in Figures I and 2 modified by the appropriate parameters, pro-

vide the mass-loss-per-unit mass (mo - ln/nlr)nlr/lli o and the mass-loss-per-unit area versus time and

as a function of the outgassing temperature. The masses of the samples and the surface areas were

measured at room temperature with 50% relative lmmidity. The log of the normalized initial mass

loss r_ltcs, Iog(m o - m/mr/t - t o) versus the inverse of the absolute temperature of the outgassing

_l/q'_, is shown in Figures 3 and 4. These are the plots of the log to base 10 of Eq. 4. However,

the ;_clivation energies I! and the frequency factor A must be obtained by plotting the data in terms

of Ihc naltlral log. The v_duc I!/R (intercept on X) and the A (intercept on Y) shown on the fig-

rift's, [lave been oh:raged Io the appropriate Ill. The results for the activation energy and the fre-

quetlcy l]wtor arc 4630.27 (cal/molc) ;rod 37.04 (hr-I), respectively, for sample #4 and 4791.7 cal/
i

E



mole and 46.049 (hr -1) for sample #10. Regression analyses on these results show errors of 3.5%

for sample #4 and 6.9% for sample #10, for the activation energies; and 2.9 and 4.0% for the fre-

quency factors. The activation energies of sample #4 obtained using Eq. 6, and the rates of mass

loss shown in Figure 1 when measured in the interval of time from 20 hours to 30 hours, and for

temperature (K) ratios of 323/298, 373/298, 398/298, 398/373, varied from 3404 cal/mole for the ratio

of 273/298 to 4994 cal/mole for the 398/373 ratio. The average activation energy was 4070 cal/

mole. This average value is 88% of E = 4630 obtained from the initial rates of mass loss.

The outgassing rates per-unit-area I/A dm/dt, obtained from Figures 1 and 2 plotted as a function

of time and for different isothermal outgassing rates are shown in Figures 5 and 6. The data are

plotted in log--log coordinates to provide, as indicated by Eq. 8, the constant B and the exponent

n for the time. The errors for the n values were less than 5% and for the constant B, about 20%.

The equivalent errors for sample #10 were less than 3.4% for the n and about 16% for B. Table

1 shows tile values obtained from those plots and the relative equations for outgassing at the various

temperatures.

The outgassing rates of the graphite-epoxy material, as tbund here, are comparable to the results for

similar materials indicated in the literature (Ref. 6). The material exhibits considerable outgassing.

The test data in the appendix provide some explanation for this behavior. The mass spectrometer

fragmentation of the matcri_d at 290°C shows the spectrum with major picks at 243, 93, 106, 108,

77 and 65 m/e. These are representative of aromatic epoxy compounds that are amino cured. The

mass spectrometer detected no (<1%) outgassing at temperatures less than 200°C. The ASTM tests

indicz_ted that the water regained by the two samples at 50_;, R.H., and 25°C was 0.31% for sample

#4 and 0.26'/, for salnplc #10. A comparison of these values to those of the total mass losses in-

tlic_ltcs th_! a considcr:_hlc amotmt of the ot_tgassing, on the order of 30-40%, is water. Also, the

condensable :ltllotlnt of the total loss at 25°C is only 0.01%.

RI_SUH'S AND ('ONCLLISIONS

The outg:lssing r:_tes of two graphite-epoxy laminates, American Cyanamide 985B--626 and HST-7B-
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112, wereobtainedusinga gravimetricmethod. The ratesas a function of time and temperature

were derived from the measurements of their mass losses at temperatures varying from 25°C to 150°C

and for a span time of up to 400 hours in vacuum. The data from those measurements were re-

duced to obtain the outgassing activation energies, the mass losses per unit mass or area, and the

corresponding outgassing rates. The rates are expressed in closed-form equations and are directly us-

able for modeling computations. The procedures to obtain these parameters have been shown and

may be used for the evaluation of other materials. The analysis can be carried out quite rapidly

using a computer's algorithm.

The results of the tests and analyses show the following:

• The activation energies of the two materials are: 4630 cal/mole for the 985B-626 material and

4791 cal/mole for the HST-7B-ll2 sample #10 graphite-epoxy. They show the limited amount of

energy needed to affect the outgassing.

• The outgassing rates of these materials are in the 10E-5 g/cm 2 hr range and decay according to a

power of time of 0.60 at 25°C. This rate decay indicates that the outgassing process is mainly a

diffusion at that temperature. At higher temperatures, these materials show a time decay approach-

mga power of one. This behavior, theoretically justifiable, occurs when the outgassing is the result

of several processes occurring simultaneously, including the change in heat of desorption as a func-

tion of the amount of material on the surface.

• The analysis shows that the outgassing does not follow a first-order reaction kinetics but rather,

follows a higher order.

• The outgassing rates are relatively high. However, 30--40% of those rates consist of water as

shown by the mass spectrometer data and the measured water regained by the material after ou|-

gassing at 125°C for 24 hours. Tests have also shown that 1 month after that test, a repealed

125°C, 24-hour test produces a total mass loss comparable to tile water regained aftcr the firsl It'st.

10



• The condensablematerialaccumulatedon the 25°C collectordisk after the first ASTM test was

0.01c'Aof the total massand not measurableafter the secondtest, a month after.

• The data obtainedfrom thesetestscan be usedfor severalpurposes:

The normalizedmasslossesversustime canbe comparedto the discreteresultsobtainedfrom the

ASTM-E595test which are usedextensivelyfor acceptabilityof materialsfor spaceapplication. The

comparisoncan providegeneralindicationson the effectsof temperatureand time in relation to the

valuesobtainedat a 125°C,24-hour test.

• The activationenergydataallow one to estimatethe effect of temperatureon outgassing and the

effect that the temperature will have on preventing and removing contaminant deposits from a sur-

face, provided that radiation and accumulation of other materials have not changed the nature of the

deposit.

• The closed-form expressions for the outgassing rates permit one to estimate, in conjunction with

other data, the internal pressure in a system and the density conditions produced m the surrounding

environment as a function of time. Certain acceptable conditions of pressure and density can be

established in this manner.

• Finally, the gravimetric method for obtaining the needed outgassing data has been shown. The

method is relatively simple and requires less manipulation of the data than other methods.
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Table 1

Sample#4 Am. CY 985-B - 626 Graphite- Epoxy Laminate

(mr = 11.2 E-3 g, A = 6.24cm2, mo -- 2.0631g)

Temp.

(°C)
!

25

50

100

125

150

Slope

n

-0.6204

-0.56169

-0.72912

-0.8612

-.97099

log(dm/dt 1/A)

-1.36432

-1.14980

-0.69611

-0.537

-0.34138

1/Adm/dt Outgass. rate

(mg/cm 2 hr) g/cm2/hr

4.325 E-2

7.095 E-2

2.013 E-1

2.904 E-1

4.560 E-I

4.325 E-5 t-62°4

7.095 E-5 t-561

2.013 E-4 t -729

2.013 E-4 t -8612

4.56 E--4 t -970

Sample #10, Am. CY HST-7B-112 Graphite - Epoxy Laminate

(mr = 15.4 E-3 g, A = 6.74cm 2, m o = 2.888 g)

Temp.

(°C)

25

50

75

100

125

150

Slope

I1

log(dm/dt 1/A)

NOTI':S:

-0.5986

-0.6445

-0.69871

-0.83342

-0.96452

-!.10956

-0.89015

-0.61653

-0.42813

-0.30034

1/Adm/dt Outgass. rate

(mg/cm 2/hr) (g/cm 2/hr)

6.32 E-2

1.28 E-I

2.42 E-I

3.73 E-I

4.90 li-!

6.32 E-5

i.28 E-.4

2.42 E--4

3.73 t:-4

4.O0 E--4

t" .508

t-'_44

t-.olo

t-.833

t- .004

m r, Ihe mass loss of lilt' tn:llcli;ll ;It 1_'5°( ` ILl 24 houls iu v-lcuuln.

II10. the inili:fl mass of lilt' nlzllcli:ll (a' _> ( :mfl_icnt, 50q RIt.
I, "l'imc (Ill }.

., slopt" bf 1he piol of otnlg;ISS. I:tlc %'Slinlc intlicatcd Oul plol :Is X intclcepl.

Iol,,(dlll/tll I/A), illdit'illt`d on i'dol ;Is st* illlt`lCCpl.

'l'_ t'xplcss the I:11¢ ill lilt" USllal loll I/s.¢lll 2 Inulliply by __.4 X 7(_0.,M.,o00, wht're M(g,guolck

t2

ORIGINAL PAG-':'- IS

OF POOR QUALITY
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"MICRO'VCM TEST REQUEST AND DATA SHEET

(Requestor please read, then furnish all information above asterisks.)

,e0uested J ,hone
Material Identification (product name, number, description, classification, etc)

manufacturer of material (Name, City and State Address] '-"1

Material application (general usage, i.e. adhesive, coating, potting, etc.) _',,'tkV't_k..O

J. O. Number "_l_ - ___- \'_03-0\ ('/fk°)...: tV¢_ L-I Request Infra-Red Spectra7

Date__.__" _ _'_-_

YES]i(_ND_

Indicate here all processing required by 6SFC _aterials personnel• Include the recipe, cure(s), and special instructions

to be performed•

If material is to be tested in the "as received" condition, without further processing required, indicate in full, past

history, recipe, cure_-_re(s),
nomenclature of components, etc.

S ¢_ \vv X

CVC_ test specimen preparation and description <_(JuL__)_C_ CL-_t8 COT

vc k'uG __tc_ _,

hr position-[V/_ lest Number.............

lnit mass, holder and specimen, gm........

ffass of holder, gm........................

Init specimen mass _.'_0 IRtl, gm........

Mass after .__'_ IRH re-soak,'tp .........

Final mass, holder & specimen, gm.........

Total mass loss, specilen, ga.............

Per-cent TilL, specimen .....................

Average value lr, L

local mass, _ater vapor regain, gm.........

Per-cent water vapor regain ................

Average value _VR @_RH

Final mass, collector, gm..................

Initial _ass, collector, g_ ................

Collected mass - [VCe, Om..................

,or-cent CVCn..............................

_,erage value CV[_

I<? 169_6

.2_ 6_

.00 _ "_0
0.?© t

.oO07a, I
0._0 t

I .-?_ Z%_ I"
I.o,LS _g b_

• 20

It _ It * _k kt

t
o 10o :

t

0-© _ t

\ vrc_Ocu_t_ 1

0_0

. ).(b I,_c)o
z_o_2o

.oo_ _
0.09 :.

.OO0"7"20
0 ._ ";.

_._c_ol _-
: .00o0 2&

o.OI :

Remarks: CVCe lun_eighablel on separator plate te

o_ collector plates: thin: ............. ht, av_:

splotchy: ___artially opaque: .... opaque: matte:

fringes: foggy: colored liquid: ..... distorts eye reflection: __

emcess: Oepossf covers 1 of (olle_lo_ discs:

 pe imen,ppeara0,eafle,tes,: ,

me eta,meet. CVCe appearance as folio.s: __s not detectable

(olo_: smooth: smoky:

transparent: interference

clear liquid: __liquid runs in

lest started FEB 9 1988 _,, <ompleted:

Pressure Ok_,/_ [0__--_ Pastal _ecz,e,_ letup.

Vt:l'i flgv V 31 AU(; H/

A- I

FEB I0 1988 Pe_,od 2._[ ht',.

.... _i?-_'__. "[ Collett0, letup. 2:.____'[

)1:.1 (:,,,,t,f,,';4 .],:
Ai_aly_,t .........................

S;llllple 4, C)_l_-(_() (_1(_04(_).

PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED
OR/GiNAL PAGE IS

OF POOR QUALITY
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MICRO VCM TEST REQUEST AND DATA SHEET

(Requestor please read, thee furnish all information above asterisks.l

,equ.tedby_'C kG_O_C Phone Oate

flateriat Identification (product na.e,/u.ber, description, classification, etc)

.an°,,cturerof.at.in,(Name,Cit,/an_,,at__ddress, __t_. - "_.
_aterial application (general usage, i.e. adhesive, coating, potting, etc.).._C_VL_'£_Lt;C

J. O. Number '_'_:_- ,C('I_ - _C'_ "-0_ -0 ( ..... _'_C( _(' ,<'_'_', eequest Infra-Red Spectra .) YES NO L

Indicate here 411 processing required by GSFCI_aterials personnel. Include the recipe, cure(s), and special instructions

to be performed.

,"L/_

If material is to be tested in the "as received" ce{2d_t_furiher prkessing required, indicate in lull, past

history, recipe, cure(s), post cure(s), noaenclature of Co,ponents, etc.

CVC, test specimen preparation and description _0._,\ ,¢'__ S_,_C._ p_O._._ _ _CLco_C ) _.va (.O(.DO-V_

B_r position-CVC_ lest Number..............

lnit mass, holder and specimen, gm.........

_ass of holder, ge ........... v.............

lnit specimen mass E_____.____7.RH,g¢ .........

_ass after _ IRH re-soak, g_ ..........

Final mass, holder & specice% ge ..........

Iota] mass loss, specimen, 1_ ..............

Per-cent ]_L, specieen ..................... :

Total
laSS, _ater vapor regain, gm......... _ _.

Per-cent _ater vapor regain ................

Final _ass, collector, _m.................. ___ -- "----

Initial mass, collector, gm................

Per-cent CVC_..............................

_ver,gevaluecvc. _ 0.0_

_ 17004 l g 17005
• z9_47o_ . Z_ 2_2--50
• 0"55_ • 054% G Z,

--. ZS" O-_ 50 • 2&-/_Z4 7

. _lgoo.243 14 _
.00077_

O._z.- z _. 0,_o_ ,".

o. 16 r.

Re,arks: CVC_ (un_eighab|el on separator plate to

on collector plates: thin: heavy:

__._splotchy: ___artiall_ opaque: ._._._opaque: ._.__matte:

fringes: f_gy: colored liquid: distorts eye rellection:

e_cess: Deposit covers Z of collector discs:

appearanceafter,,,,:r,o

0.00

1,/
i* diaueter. CVC_ appearance as folio,s: J/Nis nut detectable

color: smooth: smoky:

• transparent: interference

clear liquid: liquid runs in

test started _ 8 1988 lest completed:

/
Pressure _,q K (0 -x Pascal Speci.en teop.

VCM REV 9 31 AUG 87

MAR 9 1988 Period 2_)_ _rs.

_-_'_ "[ Collector lemp.__2_2 __'C

_(A C,,.7/,, /_ ],_
Ana I ys t

22

a-2. Retest of Sample 4, 985B-626 (#17004).
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MICRO VEM TEST REQUEST AND DATA SHEET

(Requester please read, then furnish all information above asterisks.)

Requested by_ (_ Phone

material Identification (product name, nuaber, description, classification, etc)

Ranutacturer of flaterial (Name, City and_tate Addre_sl

Material application (general usage, i.e. adhesive, coating, potting, etc.]

J. O. Number %_-_,_-,__:___]-_'3 -C_ C{"_.__ Request Infra-Red Spectra?

Indicate here all processing required by 6SF[ Materials personnel.

to be performed.

vEs____¢.o

Include the recipe, cure[sl, and special instructions

If material is to be tested in the "as received" condition, _ithout further processing required, indicate in full, past

history, recipe, cure(s), post cure(s), nomencl(ture of components_tc.

l

Init mass, holder and specimen, g_.........

Eass of holder, gm.........................

knit specinen mass _---'(_)IRI(,gl .........

Bass after _[) ZRH re-soak, ge ..........

Final mass, holder & specimem, _e ..........

Total mass loss, specimen, ]_ ..............

Per-cent leL, specimen .....................

Average value TeL

Total mass, _aler vapor regain, gm.........

Per-cent _ater vapor regain ................

Average value NVR _ _ I_

Final _ass, collector, gm..................

Initial _ass, collector, gi:.;;._..; ......

Collected mass -CVC_, gm..................

Per-cent CVCe..............................

Average value CVC_

Remarks: EVCe (un,eighable| on separator plate to m_ diameter. CVCflappearance as folio,s:

on collector plates:_3--'_____._.thin: heavy: _color: __

splotchy: _arlially cyaque: " opaque: ._._atte: transparent:"

fringes: loggy: colored liquid: distorts eye teflectioe: __clear liquid: .__

e,cess: Oeposit covers I_--l_) I of collector discs:_dL,V_ _"P_._.-_L____

S_cimen appearance alte, test: '(_tO V%_\ \'__'D--_ __i

Test started FEB 9 1988 lest completed:

/"

 .ssure Pascal Speci,en',,,.

VCM REV _ 31 _UG B7

is not detectable

smooth: smoky:

interference

liquid runs in

[

FEB I 0 1988 Period 2-'j__H_s.

_-3 'C Collector Temp. L-_ "C

It<A. G,,,/,/,,'II. ],:
_nalysL

A-3. Sample 10, HST-7B-112 (#16948).
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ORIGINAL PAGE !S

NICRO VCM TEST REOUEST AND DATA SHEET OF POOR QUALITY
(Requestor please read, then furnish all information above asterisks.)

_ m

Requested by %C._,0___4 Ct_L_-J - Phone

I%tedal Identification (product name, number, description, classification, etc)

_anufacturer of _aterial (_ame, City and State Address]

Date

"- 17006
• -- (

.2._5_ Z ZO

•CO O'7m9

0:51
0.17 t z

.-/")0/-4IO
_.nUO_OC_
.o00 O(Ol ,

____.no 7..,- doc) [

Bar position-CVZ_ lest kue_er ..............

]nit mass, holder and s_ecli_, _* ........

Bass of h01@r, g=........................

Init specimen mass _ -50 Z_, _m ........

fiass alter __._LO IRH re-soai, _¢ .........

Final mass, holCer & 5pec]m_, _t .........

Total _ass loss, specimen, _m .............

Per-cent Ink, specimen....................

Average value l_t

lotal mass, .ate, vapor ¢egamn, _ .........

Per-cent water vapor re_ifl ................

Average _alue WV_ @_,_(#__IRH

Final mass, collector, _m..................

Initial mass, rollertor, g=................

Collected mass - [_, _,..................

Per-cent [VC_ ..............................

A,eraqr.valu_ [V_r

i_' 17007
• L_54 za t co
.05 4,(o0...O.

•z1B:bOp77

O.bo

.OOO5 _(W

L.')gtOq5
I.-]? Zo_O
• ..COOC90 5

Remarls: [V[_ (un-ol_t,abblo_ sepa,ale, plal_ tu _m. diameter. CV[_ appearance as follo-s: __ _s not detectable

on collector plale,,:.......... tt,ln: ............ heavy: color: _ .smoott*: smoky:

__5p}u)(t,i: .... _attia]l y opaque: ..... opaque: matte: transparent: interference

fringes: __ (o_t: .... colored liquid: __ distorts eye reilection: (lear liquid: ..... liquid runs In

elCeSS: DPpOS)I fOr#r% _ nf f_l|e(J_t diSCS:

Specimen app_,ra,,,,,l,, |,-_,: Y_.i) \)\Okk'3\*:_ (_6<AA_/_______

Pcessor,C,,,O " '_-_ / lb ;. _a,ral s_,,, .... l,',t. J__a<" ..... "c c01=,,t0, l,,p. 2_ "c

HO_ c ;, .,,/_/,...v,],-
Vf:M tffV '/ _1 ¢*llf] It1 /'*(_._]y¢_.t_

A-4. Retest o1" Sample I0, IIS]-7B-II2 (#1700(_).
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